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Registration is fast and you can even login with social network accounts to sync your profiles
and content. So my latest find is a Moto 4 Looked in good shape, started right up but would
backfire and die upon acceleration but you. I figured it was the carb. I took it apart and cleaned
it, only thing I found was some debris in main jet and the main adjustment on bottom was at 41
turns. Starts up, runs better actually drove it but seems really sluggish, once I hit 3rd gear could
barely pull. Rechecked everything, even ordered a new carb as I had this problem with another
atv but still same problem. Now I pull it apart and. I checked valve adjustment after aligning up
cam gear to mark on case. I assume I need to pull the head and look at the valves, Any ideas I
am missing something? The specs I find are off the downloaded manual of a 94 but figure
should be the same. Could be a head gasket? Spray the head down with soapy water and crank
it up. See if any bubbles show up. If you have the oem carb then tear it down and go with a kit,
oem size jets obviously. So far so good with them. Wasting money on the jet kit with a Chinese
carb. The only reason I can think of that the compression reading keeps changing is the cam
lobes are worn down and there is not enough intake based on valve lift? Throttle movement
should not change the psi on the gauge as far as I know. On a second note, after screwing with
the second carb I got it to go quite a bit faster but still not right. I can floor it in neutral and it
wont redline. Just revs about half of what it should be. Pretty odd as it. Makes sense now never
thought about it really. Well im looking into a used oem carb. The online engine builder says he
has a few and should call me back. Lol yes you do. Thanks for all the detailed info about yours.
You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your
account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as plain
text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Not a member? Yamaha ATV Forum. Join our Forum! Sign in with Facebook.
Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Reply to this topic Start new
topic. Recommended Posts. Arizona 16 Posted October 5, Posted October 5, Starts up, runs
better actually drove it but seems really sluggish, once I hit 3rd gear could barely pull it. Thanks
in advance Az. Link to post Share on other sites. Frank Angerano Posted October 6, Posted
October 6, Arizona 16 Posted October 9, Posted October 9, Well was going to tear it down today
but double checked a few things rechecked compression, right at 85psi then rechecked
compression with throttle wide open and I get psi. Double checked and confirmed with throttle
open psi. Similar to problems with the Kaw bayou I had. If so what ones do you have the most
luck as far as accuracy with? Might also see if ign. Thanks Az. Frank Angerano Posted October
9, Arizona 16 Posted October 10, Posted October 10, edited. Yes the compression changes
every time I either open or close the throttle. It will read as long as throttle is opened. If not it
reads about 85psi. The motor runs super smooth at idle and doesn't smoke. Any ideas what I
should do with it or just leave it alone? Now second thing. I do not have the oem carb. Should I
try the jet kit on the new Chinese carb? Az Edited October 10, by Arizona add pics. Frank
Angerano Posted October 10, Posted October 10, I agree weird readings. But they are
repeatable. Just depends if throttle is open or not. Would think cam problems would be
constant. I cant think of anything that would make them change due to throttle angle. Im
stumped. Any Yamaha motor builders out there that have ideas? Hoping for some knowledge
on the motor Az. Should be checked at full throttle. Me too. I looked it up as well but what I want
to know is why? Arizona 16 Posted October 11, Posted October 11, Frank Angerano Posted
October 11, Posted December 29, Join the conversation You can post now and register later.
Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 3. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged
Content. So a few weeks ago ended up buying a 02 Bayou for He said had no power and
mechanic said it was the wrist pin. Ended up leaving it in pieces and left like that. I end up
getting most of it back together and manage to get it to fire up. I drive it and has no power! No
missing just no power. Well I spin the motor over and guess what! A blind guy could have done
a better jobs. Nothing is gonna fall inside the motor is it? I traded my dirt bike for a arctic cat
semi automatic. The Official Good morning thread! Good morning to
all!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Let's see if we can make this a daily event. Picked up a 98
Quadrunner for a song. It's in rough shape, but funny enough it turned over and fired on starter
fluid. Fuel lines are rotted to snot and the inlet tubes to the carb are rusty. I have a rebuild kit for
the mikuni, but I'm wondering if anyone has used any of those alternatives on Ebay or Amazon
that say they fit? Yamaha moto 4 carburetor rebuild. Hello everyone! It was leaking fuel from the
overflow and inside the intake Left is the needle that was in the carburetor and right is the new
set I already tried to mount it but it didn't felt right and I accidentally broke the o-ring Anyway, I
saw in some videos and diagram that there is no spring in here. So should I put the spring
back? And where? On top of the needle or bottom? Also if you have any additionnal tips please
feel free to share I want to learn the proper way! Tightening Chain on Chinese 4 wheeler. We just
bought this about 2 weeks ago and the chain keeps popping off. What's a good size ATV to start

a 10 year old on? What's a good size to start a 10 year old on? No registered users viewing this
page. Sign In Sign Up. It featured a cc two-stroke engine, Autolube oil injection system, CDI
ignition, a snorkel air intake and a five speed transmission. It was designed to be a durable
workhorse as well as the ultimate recreational vehicle. This 4-stroke model was the world's first
ATV to feature shaft drive and electric start. Both proved instantly popular in the marketplace.
The DX also featured Monoshock rear suspension and telescoping front forks. It featured shaft
drive, fully automatic transmission, adjustable speed limiters and a tethered emergency stop
switch. Parents could easily adjust engine speed and control the unit as the rider gained
experience. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine, a snorkel air intake, shaft drive, electric starter,
centrifugal automatic clutch, and racks front and rear. A unique feature of this model was a
practical reverse gear. The 4-Zinger featured shaft drive, adjustable speed limiters and an
emergency stop switch. The body components and graphics were designed to resemble a small
pickup truck. The Banshee won the Baja its first time entered in the competition. It features a
high performance cc 4-stroke engine, 6-speed transmission with reverse, adjustable long-travel
suspension and hydraulic disc brakes on the front and rear. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine with
an oil cooler, Hi-Lo Range speed transmission with reverse, shaft drive, Torque Control
Differential TCD for the front wheels, electric start, front hydraulic brakes and an auxiliary DC
terminal for accessories. This feature enabled the use of a wide range of powered ttachments
rough-cut mower, finish-cut mower, tiller, agricultural sprayers, post-hole digger and more. The
Terrapro had a fan cooled cc 4-stroke engine, Hi-Lo Range speed transmission with reverse and
a locking rear differential. It debuted in and featured a powerful cc 2-stroke engine, Autolube oil
injection, 6-speed transmission, kick starter and double-wishbone front suspension. The Blaster
is known for having one of the best power-to-weight ratios in its class. The standard Pro Hauler
model featured a Hi-Lo Range speed transmission and all-terrain tires; while the "Turf" model
had turf-tread tires and a Lo Range only transmission for commercial applications. Rugged,
reliable and versatile, the BearTracker quickly won the hearts of thousands of owners with its
class leading value. Blending in was easier than ever with this model designed especially for
hunters. The outstanding engine along with its YZ-spec, 5-speed manual transmission,
state-of-the-art chassis and race-honed suspension helped the Raptor win the title of Sport ATV
of the Year. Its powerful, five-titanium-valve engine and pound dry weight gave the YFZ the best
power-to-weight ratio of any ATV ever produced. An ultra-compact, high-tensile steel frame
offered exceptional handling. Standard on the YFZ pushbutton electric starting, a flip-type
parking brake and performance-calibrated suspension served to further distance this model
from the competition. As the first fuel injected outdoor ATV, the Raptor R provides crisp,
consistent engine performance in a wide range of conditions, regardless of elevation or
temperature. Copyright yamahapart. All rights reserved. No part of this website can be
reproduced without written consent of the owner. Ecardeals America Inc. Check out our on-line
parts. On-line fiche finders simplify finding the correct OEM Parts with on-line ordering which
can be done directly from the Illustrated parts diagrams. Site Powered by vNext Technologies ,
Inc. Ground ship orders only. To Contact someone from sales call email to: info yamahapart.
Need Yamaha Parts? Forgot your password? Or sign in with one of these services. Existing
user? Or sign in with one of these services Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in
with Google. Larger tires on stock rims By Chick Collins , April 28, Yamaha wolverine side by
side rear axle By Matthew Zeller , April 21, Heater and doors By Strperday , December 17, Rhino
or Teryx By Fireboater , December 13, Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Mark forum as read. Followers
1. Latest Posts. I am not familiar with the Mule, however the angle of those axle shafts seems
quite extreme to me--at full extension they must be nearly vertical Might want to check this
safety. My main parking brake cable snapped today, appears to be from excess corrosion. I
would imagine this could be a safety issue if you were parked on a incline, thankfully i was done
feeding for the day and and had just shut the mule off. Now it is 20 years old, so that probably
had a role in this, but this thing was crusty. I'd check the condition of this cable if your mule is a
little on the older side. Sign In Sign Up. This company is not yet accredited. See reviews below
to learn more or submit your own review. Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our
newsletter! Enjoy reading our tips and recommendations. A link has directed you to this review.
Its location on this page may change next time you visit. For more information about reviews on
ConsumerAffairs. Straightened everything out and now have miles on. That cc motor, I hear,
burns a little oil, Subaru motor. I have always had a Kawasaki Brute Force and never had any
problems at all. I have used it for miles, then the starter flies apart. So I called customer service
to see if they would help with some of the cost and the only thing out of their arrogant mouths
were, "You should have bought the extended warranty. They already got your money. I use it
mostly in my woods for recreation and camp work. It has been perfect. Starts right up, simple to
operate and handles the wooded areas in tight places very well. I am very happy and impressed

with this machine. One additional Yamaha is an excellent company to deal with after your
purchase. I do recommend. The looks on their faces was priceless, because they did not
understand how fast the Four Wheeler can actually go. The reason I choose the Four Wheeler is,
we have had them before and they were good to do the challenges we needed. Some of the
challenges we have needed it to do was climbing over decent sized rocks, going in river beds to
get to our goats. The things I love about it are it's easy to drive in the mountains, plus I have
taken it on pretty rough trails, and it has done well. Some people say the gears are hard to
change, but it takes time to be able to change the gears, it took me about a month to get use to
the gears. But it says that it is supposed to be for 16 year olds but it fits a 85 pound person a lot
better plus, I think that it is too small for a 16 year old. If the starter is broken it is hard to pull
start it, I cannot pull start it by myself. The good thing is we have only had one problem in 2
years and the starter went out but it was only about fifty dollars. I would recommend this Four
Wheeler to anyone who's not wanting a huge For Wheeler. Some people look at it and say it
won't do what I need it to do. I did the same thing and it has done just about everything I needed
it to do. If I was you I would definitely get one. It could help you out with what you need.
Purchased a brand new Yamaha raptor r. Rode it one time and noticed the powder coating was
flaking from the frame. Contacted dealership. Yamaha tried to say the paint chipping was my
fault. So about a month goes by Yamaha sends a frame. Frame was worse than the original
frame. Mountain Motorsports had to send a frame to be powder coated by a different company.
Bad customer service and overall bad experience with Yamaha. Still haven't received a phone
call seeing if I'm satisfied. Very unsatisfied customer. ATV was repaired finally and now once
again is broken, same problem, fuel pump, parts back-ordered, machine is sitting not usable,
expensive crap. Fuel pump keeps failing, dealership keeps replacing it under warranty. Part is
always backordered and the ATV sits in the shop for almost a month at a time. Called Yamaha
customer support and they said they would contact the dealer and get back to me, still haven't
heard back from them. Getting really tired of having a untrustworthy ATV and especially waiting
for parts for repairs. I bought a brand new Wolverine and discovered the floorboards were broke
from factory. So I went on the Wolverine forums to find out every member had the same
problem. So Yamaha cover mine under warranty. Then I find out on the forums hundreds of
people are having bad oil consumption problems and water pump nuts backing off and causing
motor damage and water pump vent lines being pinched off between the frame and gas tank
which mine was when I looked. The day I bought this Yamaha product it rode really rough. I then
discovered the rear springs were installed upside down from factory. When I went to my local
Yamaha dealer he said that's definitely not good for the functionality of the shock assemblies
and that he would contact the Yamaha rep and have them warrantied with new ones. The
Yamaha rep said that's the way they come from factory and no warranty issue. My dealer said
that's all they could do so I put them the right way myself because I have my two children in this
Yamaha product with me all the time. I then contacted Yamaha Canada and told them about this
and what their rep stated. Then my local dealer called me and told me to tell them that they put
the rear springs on the right way or my warranty would be void. Yamaha Canada said they
would not replace my rear shock assemblies that were put on wrong from factory. So beware
when you purchase a Yamaha product especially a Wolverine. Yamaha Canada doesn't care
about your safety from a manufacturer defect even when I told them my children or myself
could be injured or even worse because of this manufacture defect they still won't do anything. I
guess the price of 2 new rear shock assemblies are worth more than my children's and my
safety. And no one from my local dealer or Yamaha Canada even inspected my Wolverine to
make sure they were safe. I'm still fighting with them and have emails proving everything I said
but I really believe this will have to go to court. And my wolverine only has kilometers and 19
hours and they are saying too much time has passed. It is top quality brand and it is a very fast
ATV. It's also a safe brand. It has a smooth ride and powerful engine. It has lots of great features
and it drive very solid. It's important to always be cautious. Come with a warranty for in case
something bad happens. It is more easier to learn to ride than others. It is well balanced and I
dont feel like I am going to fall or fly off of it. I think they did a great job making it as it is well
made and better than most of the other brands of ATVs out on the market today. I can use it for
when I go out in the country and ride around at my uncle's farm during the summer days. I
would include some more protection features or something of that nature. It doesn't need to be
any faster and it is a nice size and not too bulky. Using the ATV depends how much experience
you have with riding it. It is very easy to ride much more than riding a bike the first time. You
just have to focus and learn. The ATV is tough and is of good quality. It's not too hard to figure
out how to work everything and it's easy to use so you can get on and have some fun. It's also
low maintenance and lasts a long time. Yamaha ATV is a good brand that's worth the money,
and provide lots of fun times. I love them and I will definitely buy again in the future. I like the

color and power of the arc ATV and I love the way it takes very little gas. It's easy to use and
maintain. But the maneuverability could definitely be improved and it needs more horsepower
also. Since then it has developed an extensive line of sport, utility and side-by-side ATVs.
Raptor models have cc, liquid-cooled, four-stroke engines. The YFZ series is geared toward
beginners and has cc, air-cooled, four-stroke engines. Each sport model is designed with
lightweight parts to make it fast and nimble. Utility ATVs: Yamaha designed its line of utility
ATVs to assist in industrial job sites and jobs that require traversing rough terrain. Its utility
ATVs are made up of seven models within two series: the Grizzly series and the Kodiak series.
Both the Kodiak and Grizzly models come with cc, four-stroke four-valve engines with towing
capacities of 1, pounds. Each model has slightly different features that can be viewed online.
Sport side-by-sides: Like the traditional Yamaha sport ATVs, the side-by-sides are designed for
racing but with the ability to carry a passenger. Yamaha has four models of sport side-by-sides
that have cc, liquid-cooled, three-cylinder valve engines. All models are built for performance
with ergonomics and power in mind. Recreation side-by-sides: Yamaha has five models of
recreation side-by-sides, designed to carry two people over rough and muddy terrain. Each
model can carry one passenger, has a cc,
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liquid-cooled, four-stroke, four-valve engine with towing capacities of 1, pounds. It has a cc,
liquid-cooled, four-stroke engine with four-wheel drive. Fully loaded with passengers, it can
carry pounds in the bed and tow 1, pounds. The ConsumerAffairs Research Team believes
everyone deserves to make smart decisions. We aim to provide readers with the most
up-to-date information available about today's consumer products and services. Sign up to
receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily. Get trending
consumer news and recalls. Sort: Recent. Most helpful. Filter by: Any. How do I know I can trust
these reviews about Yamaha? Page 1 Reviews 0 - Original review: Nov. Original review: Aug.
Not sure how to choose? Get buying tips about ATVs delivered to your inbox. Original review:
March 5, Purchased a brand new Yamaha raptor r. Original review: Oct. Original review: Feb.
Get the news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter.

